The 12 th Workshop of the CEAS Aeroacoustics Committee was held in Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería de Bilbao Spain, on October 23 -24, 2008 . The topic of the workshop was "Turbomachinery Broadband Noise" and it was locally organized by Ana Villate from Centro de Tecnologías Aeronauticas (CTA). The chairman of the workshop scientific committee was Emilio Campos from INTA (Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial), Madrid, Spain, who also serves as the guest editor of this special issue of the International Journal of Aeroacoustics. The interest in the topic was demonstrated by 68 people attending the workshop and 21 papers presented over two days. There were 3 invited lectures and 19 contributed papers classified in the following sessions: Characterization of Turbulence, Broadband Noise Sources, Blade Response and Sound Radiation, Broadband Noise Theories, Computational Methodologies, and Experimental Approaches.
Turbomachinery noise is still dominated by tones, but fan tone noise has already been reduced significantly, so broadband noise emerges as a practical issue for aircraft noise reduction. Turbomachinery broadband noise is due to the following mechanisms: a) Interaction of rotor blades with gusts and duct boundary layer, b) Rotor self noise including scattering of blade pressure fluctuations by trailing edge, blade tip gap noise and possibly blade vortex shedding, c) Rotor-stator interaction and d) Stator self noise. The main source is not definitely identified but it seems that a dominant role might be attributed to rotor-stator interaction. Though most workshop papers were based on small-scale laboratory fans and some papers dealt with a single blade or a cascade, nevertheless most relevant topics were considered. This includes experimental achievements for validating prediction codes that were obtained at laboratory scale in the research carried out in PROBAND, the recently finished European project devoted to both the understanding of broadband noise generation mechanisms and the development of prediction methods using conventional and/or advanced computational techniques.
The characterization of turbulence was addressed as a key issue as shown in the paper "Comparison between measurements and prediction of fan broadband noise on a low speed fan rig", by V. Jurdic, and co-workers, where a novel method for the analysis of the turbulence rotor wake is presented. Among the papers concerned with broadband noise sources, the one entitled "Aeroacoustic investigation of a single airfoil tip leakage aeroacoustics volume 9 · number 3 · 2010 i flow", by M. C. Jacob et al. shows a very extensive data set including flow velocity measurement, steady and unsteady pressure measurements on the airfoil as well as far field pressure measurements. This paper uses cross-analyses to locate sources, to identify their mechanisms and to model their far field radiation. The session on broadband noise theories provided interesting contributions like a review of analytical models for airfoil broadband noise presented by M Roger and S. Moreau in their paper "Extensions and limitations of analytical airfoil broadband noise models", which includes a discussion on vortex shedding as well, and the paper "One, No One and One Hundred Thousand Methods for Low-speed Fan Noise Prediction" by D. Casalino et al., where the noise spectrum of a real automotive fan cooling system is calculated by a hybrid CFD/integral approach applying a Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings analogy to the wall pressure field provided by a transient RANS simulation, with superimposed random fluctuations. In the important field of application of computational techniques a remarkable paper "Measurements and wall modelled LES (IDDES) simulation of trailing edge noise caused by a turbulent boundary layer", by B. Greschner and coworkers, presents an extension of the standard DES approach called Improved Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) which is a non zonal hybrid RANS/LES model with LES wall modelling capabilities for the simulation of turbulent structures in the boundary layer. The purely experimental approach was shown by the invited lecture "Using Phased Array Beamforming to Identify Broadband Noise Sources in a Turbofan Engine" given by P. Sijtsma, who discussed the technique of location of the prevailing noise sources by means of phased array beamforming using circular microphone arrays mounted in the intake and in the by pass of a fan rig. In addition to the conventional beanforming technique, the technique for rotating sources was applied showing interesting results on the origin of both the forward and aft radiating broadband noise. Finally, these papers and other very interesting contributions, that unfortunately could not be included in this issue, gave rise to stimulating discussions and resulted in a successful workshop.
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